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The purpose of this project was to record and document all the 

locations of milkweed stands 25+ or larger along US Route 35 and State 

Route 32 within the Jackson County lines.  Below are maps of both 

aerial and street of where these stands are located.   

Also there are 10 future locations to be reviewed and surveyed to 

determine the feasibility of planting pollinator habitat at these 

locations in the future. Site reviews, insect and vegetation sampling, 

soil tests, maps and recommendations were made for each future site. 

This digital copy includes maps and soil tests taken at the sites.  Insect, 

vegetation, and site sampling data will be provided in the hard copy. 

 

 



After documenting all the stands of milkweed that were 25+ plants, 

there were roughly 80 plots recorded.  These vary in size with some up 

to a couple hundred plants.  Species recorded were: Common 

Milkweed, Swamp Milkweed, and Butterfly Milkweed. 

 

As for future sites, some are better than others in terms of priority to 

plant pollinator habitat.  There are 6 locations that would make great 

sites for future pollinator plots.  The other four can be fair pollinator 

sites, they are just low on the list because they are either limited in 

area, accessibility for equipment, shade or poor soil.  Below is the order 

that I have ranked the sites for planting milkweed and pollinator 

habitat.  All of the top six sites I would recommend using a no till drill or 

a frost seeding application.   

 

 

1. 32 Interchange North 

2. 32 Interchange South 

3. 327 Cooper Hollow Intersection 

4. Standpipe Road Intersection  

5. McGiffins Road Intersection 

6. US Route 35 Rest Stop 

7. 93 Interchange North 

8. 93 Interchange South 

9. Russ Road Park and Ride 

10. McCarty Lane Intersection 
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US Route 35 Rest Stop  

 

The plot along US Route 35 Rest Stop in Jackson Township, Section 17 

of Jackson County is a less than ½ acre tract of fallow field adjacent to 

the highway. It has a slight ditch in the center for drainage. There are 

other areas on the rest area that would work well also but are kept 

mowed down as lawns. Most flowering plants are kept mowed under 

flower height. Frost seeding would be recommended for this site.

 





 

 



 

State Route 32 and US Route 35 Interchange Plots 1 & 2 

 

The plots along the State Route 32 and US Route 35 interchange are 

located in Lick Township, Section 28 of Jackson County and are 

between ½ - 2 acres in size.  They are mainly well kept lawns with some 

forbs interspersed throughout the tracts. Both of these sites have large 

flat areas that would be great for future pollinator plots.  Either using a 

no till drill or a frost seeding application is recommended.   

 









 

 



 

 

 



US Route 35 and State Route 93 Interchange North and South 

 

The plots located along the State Route 93 and US Route 35 

interchange are located on the east side of highway 35 and both are 

less than ½ acre in size.  Both tracks are kept mowed down throughout 

the year and have majority of fescue and lawn type grasses.  Although 

the northern tract has more forbs such as mistflower and trefoil more 

heavily dispersed throughout the plot.  The northern plot is the better 

of the two providing more diversity among vegetation and adjacent 

habitat.  Both would have narrow strips of available plot if using a no till 

drill, frost seeding is recommended to maximize area.

 





 

 


